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    In the 1980s of the 20th Century,the tide of Digital Control Exchange Technique 
and construction of fixed telephone network from Fujian,brought a revolutionary 
conversion of network technique and a unprecedented boom of telecom market. In 
1994, the foundation of China Unicom marked as the symbol of breaking 
monopoly,deepening the revolution ,inspiring competition, it also boosted to form the 
market situation with the competition of several big telecom business groups. 
    Things always develops in contradiction, and spires up like a screw.From 
2001,the world telecom industry ran into an unstable situation, encountered big 
frustration and this gloom lasted until the 2nd half of year 2003 .While at the same 
period, China Telecom industry kept up high increasing rate under such a declining 
trend of world environment because of long time national control , but the step was 
slowed down due to over competing. 
    With the developing of telecom technique and multiple demand in this area, the 
sole telecom products and traditional business model were challenged .The telecom 
market was gestating new change, that was the 3rd revolution of China telecom 
industry----strategy conversion .This is an objective reflection of civilization 
developing of economic society,multiple pursuing of culture value and the 
improvement of life quality in communication area. 
    Further more, the revolution of telecom will absolutely boost the change of 
product manufacturing type,technique developing,sustaining systems,business 
model,supply channel,sales model and even the value chain of the whole industry. 
This of course will be a new subject of research for the traditional carrier. 
    This article will take the method of decision-making study,and by using the 
classic theory  to provide a way to find it's own advantage and form the core 
competence through strategy management based on the competing situation and 















    The 1st chapter is “Research Background and Theory Review”， ascending the 
developing history of China telecom industry and foundation of Fujian-CNC , and 
telling the environment and developing status as well as analysing the operating status 
and problems that it faced .Then, refering to apllication of the theory tools during the 
article ;the 2nd chapter is “Strategic Analysis” , describing it's own advantage and 
inferior point along with the opportunity and threat from outside using the SWOT 
theory,and advising the strategy selection through the SWOT matrix.Then expatiating 
the product inscape using production organizing theory.The last part in this chapter,the 
article discuss Value Chain of Fujian-CNC and the Communication Industy by the 
Value Chain theory; the 3th chapter “Strategic Choice ” ,is to take the choice of 
Competitive Strategy of Fujian-CNC . During the  4nd chapter, discussing the 
method of to make sure the correct and complete implementation of the new strategy 
by setting up new structure of organization,and new Value Chain systems and strategy 
sustaining systems. 
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① 中国电信大事年表 (1871-1949)[EB/01]． http://hi.baidu.com/cncocoa/blog/item/8c3a010f8543c1 
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